SUMMARY SHEET
Network-Based Digital Forensics,
Incident Response, DATA Recovery& eDiscovery
F-Response Options:

What is F-Response?
F-Response is an easy to use, vendor neutral, patented
software tool that enables “Live” forensics and
eDiscovery over IP networks using the examiner’s tools
of choice. Physical memory, disks, and volumes of the
machines under inspection appear on the examiner’s
machine as locally attached, read-only devices.

F-Response® term licenses are sold on an annual basis
with no limitation on the number of installations or uses.
F-Response® product options are as follows:

F-Response® provides read-only access to the full
physical disk(s) and physical memory (RAM) of Microsoft
Windows computers via the network.

F-Response Enterprise is a solution that permits
many machines to be examined simultaneously over
a network, and facilitates “stealthy” deployments for
covert operation. F-Response target code is easily
deployed and managed via the F-Response
Enterprise Management Console (FEMC).

F-Response significantly increases the efficiency and
affordability of digital forensics, data recovery, and
eDiscovery efforts by presenting a means to manage the
forensic or eDiscovery process over any TCP/IP network.

F-Response Consultant+Covert (CE+C) has all
the features of Consultant edition, plus a covert,
Enterprise Edition push style, deployed target for
use on any one machine at any given time.

Is F-Response Court Approved?
There is no such thing as court-approved software.
Courts approve experts and their methods, and courts
admit evidence. Evidence collected with F-Response®
has been and continues to be used successfully in courts
across the country and around the world. Because FResponse® works. Accurately. Securely. Verifiably.
How F-Response works:
F-Response creates an authenticated, read-only
connection between the examiner’s computer and the
computer under inspection, over the network.

Why Use F-Response?
F-Response is inexpensive, flexible, vendor neutral, and
does not require extensive training. Practitioners can
learn to use it in a fraction of a day, and then fully
leverage their existing arsenal of tools and training.
Other network ready solutions are expensive, require
considerable training to use, and force you to use the
proprietary integrated vendor analysis tool.

F-Response is a Microsoft
Winqual recognized Windows 7
Compatible Application. The
Windows Logo is a registered
Trademark of Microsoft.

Extend Your Arsenal

F-Response Consultant is a solution that permits
many machines to be examined simultaneously.
GUI-based target code is executed on each machine
to be examined.
F-Response TACTICAL is an intuitive, easy to use,
GUI-based point solution that permits an examiner
to review one machine at a time. A matched dongle
pair facilitates the automatic connection between
the Examiner and Subject computers.
F-Response Highlights:
Forensically Sound & Secure: The examiner
cannot alter Metadata, files, or make any change to
the machine under inspection because all write
operations are silently ignored by F-Response.
Supported Platforms: Provides network
accessible, authenticated, RAW, read-only drive
access to most computers, including the following:
Microsoft Windows (2000, XP, 2003, Vista, 2008, Windows
7, Windows 8) [32 & 64bit]; Apple OSX 10.3, 10.4, 10.5,
10.6, 10.7; Linux 32 & 64bit ; HP_UX11iv2 & HP_UX11iv3
(Itanium); IBM AIX (Power5 & 6); Sun Micro-systems
Solaris 8, 9, 10 (SPARC); OpenSolaris (Intel), FreeBSD 7+
(i386), SCO Unixware 7 & OpenServer 6 (Intel).
Versatile: F-Response was designed to be
completely vendor neutral. If your analysis software
reads a hard drive, it will work with F-Response.
Highly Efficient: F-Response maintains a small
active memory (RAM) Footprint and will not bog
down the user’s workstation or entity’s network.
Scriptable: A language neutral fully scriptable COM
object is available, allowing a technical user of FResponse Enterprise to script actions typically
initiated manually in the FEMC.
Affordable: Fixed yearly license. No seat limits. No
add-ons. No surprises.
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F-Response Product Comparison Matrix & Pricing

Unlimited Installs

X

X

X

X

F-Response may be installed on an unlimited number of machines.

Unlimited Seats

X

X

X

X

F-Response may be shared among an unlimited number of examiners.

Simultaneous Connections

S

U

U

U

Boot Disk Compatible

X

X

X

X

Secure Authentication

X

X

X

X

Image Collection Support

X

X

X

X

Live Analysis Support

X

X

X

X

Physical Memory (RAM) Support

X

X

X

X

Windows Operating System Support

X

X

X

X

Apple Operating System Support

X

X

X

X

Apple OSX 10.3, 10.4, 10.5, 10.6, 10.7

Linux Operating System Support

X

X

X

X

Linux distributions (2002+)

X

X

X

HP_UX11iv2 & HP_UX11iv3 (Itanium); IBM AIX (Power5 & 6); Sun Microsystems Solaris 8, 9, 10 (SPARC); FreeBSD 7 (i386).

Other Operating System Support

TACTICAL provides a single (one-to-one) connection. All other versions
allow unlimited connections to F-Response targets.
F-Response provides a boot CD that enables F-Response connections to
"CD-booted" computers.
All F-Response Authentication is done using the industry standard CHAP
v2.
Collect forensic images of files, drives, volumes and/or RAM using your
imaging tool of choice.
Conduct live analysis upon files, drives, volumes and/or RAM using your
analysis tool of choice.
Physical Memory support is currently available for 32 & 64 bit Microsoft
Windows products.
Microsoft Windows 2000, XP, 2003, Vista, 2008, and Windows 7 &
Windows 8 (32 & 64bit).

F-Response® Database Object Connector

X

X

X

X

Database Object Connector provides write-protected access to
embedded Database file objects.

F-Response® Cloud Connector

X

X

X

X

Cloud Connector provides write-protected access to Cloud-based
storage systems.

F-Response® Email Connector

X

X

X

X

Provides write-protected access to IMAP based email presenting it as a
local read-only volume.

F-Response® Cloud Connector (Premium
Services)

X

X

X

Includes support for Google Apps for Business and other Enterprise
class Cloud Storage Services.

F-Response® Email Connector (Premium
Services)

X

X

X

Includes support for Google Apps for Business, Office 365 Native
Exchange, and other Enterprise class Email Services.

F-Response® Accelerator Compatible

X

X

X

Scriptable COM Object

X

X

X

Audit Log

X

X

X

S

U

Single Click Stealth Deployment
Optional Encryption for data in transit

X

1-Year License Pricing (USD) (Commerical)

$520

$1,580

$3,170

$5,290

3-Year License Pricing (USD) (Commercial)

$730

$3,450

$7,090

$11,650

1-Year Renewal Pricing (USD) (Commerical)

$200

$970

$1,990

$3,246

3-Year Renewal Pricing (USD) (Commerical)

$400

$2,750

$5,670

$9,250

Accelerator permits many Examiner computers to simultaneously
connect to many Target computers.
A fully scriptable Microsoft COM object to automate various stages in
the F-Response process.
Updates Windows Event log on license manager machine with login,
logout, and connection messages.
Deploy to Targets with a single click.
F-Response offers 256-bit AES encryption for data in transit. Windows
Vista or better required on Examiner.
An activated license dongle (Dongle pair for TACTICAL) is shipped to the
customer for new purchases.
An activated license dongle (Dongle pair for TACTICAL) is shipped to the
customer for new purchases.
A license update file is emailed to the customer, along with simple
update process instructions.
A license update file is emailed to the customer, along with simple
update process instructions.

Key: S = Single, U = Unlimited, X = Included with product indicated, “Blank” = Not available with product indicated
F-Response is a registered trademark of Agile Risk Management LLC. All other trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners .

Contact us
Email: sales@F-Response.com
Phone: 1.800.317.5297 x108

F-Response is a Microsoft
Winqual recognized Windows 7
Compatible Application. The
Windows Logo is a registered
Trademark of Microsoft.
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